
SEP sesam Backup for JIRA
You are looking for a reliable backup and recovery solution for Atlassian 
JIRA Applications (JIRA Core, JIRA Service Desk, JIRA Software)? With 
the world’s first backup plugin SEP sesam Backup for JIRA and the 
bundled SEP sesam Backup Server, administrators are able to protect and 
recover the whole JIRA infrastructure including all plugins and settings 
consistantly with only one click.  

In addition to the SEP sesam Backup for JIRA plugin, a seperate Linux-
based SEP sesam Backup Server needs to be installed. This plugin license 
includes all necessary functionalities to perform consistant JIRA backups.

   Visit www.sep.de/jira for further information about the protection
of your Atlassian JIRA environment!

SEP sesam Hybrid Backup

SEP sesam protects absolutely reliable any company data from medium-
sized and large enterprises since 20 years and supports all virtualization 
platforms, operating systems, databases and applications - and now 
Atlassian JIRA Applications. Companies and organizations can perform 
high-speed data backups and recoveries independently of the sites. This 
gives users the flexibility to grow and modify their IT infrastructure in a 
customized manner. With the solutions that SEP offers, business-critical 
data is always kept available to save time and, as a result, reduce the need 
for capital as well as operating costs. 

Test SEP sesam Now!

Install the full version of SEP 
sesam today for a 30 day trial, 
which includes full support.

Contact:

For more information, please do not hesitate to contact us at:

SEP AG 
Ziegelstraße 1 
83629 Weyarn 
Germany 
Phone: +49 8020 180-0 
Email: info@sep.de
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SEP sesam Backup for JIRA
The World's First Backup and Recovery Solution 
for JIRA Applications

Included Components

SEP sesam Backup for JIRA (plugin)

SEP sesam Backup Server

SEP sesam Backup for JIRA (plugin)  
Key Features:

Start backups inside JIRA Applications

Start recoveries inside JIRA Applications

Select restore task out of backup history

Create customized staging instance for testing

Create customized staging instance for 
development

SEP sesam Backup Solution  
Key Features:

Full featured Bare Metal Recovery for physical 
and virtual servers

Compliancy requirements management with a 
standardized solution

Linux based backup server

Support of all common operating systems

Disaster Recovery for Linux systems including 
dissimilar hardware

Numerous certifications for Red Hat, SUSE and 
Univention

Hardware and software independent

More than 20 years of experience in delivering 
reliable data backup solutions

SEP sesam
Download
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